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ABSTRACT 

An erosion surface probably of Pliocene age, 
extends throughout the Launceston Tertiary. Basin 
at elevations between 550 and 1050 feet and IS here 
named the Woodstock Surface. It slopes gently 
eastwards from Deloraine and north-westwards 
from Tunbridge and is developed across Tertiary 
sediments, dolerite and basalt. Later~tic podzolic 
soils are typical of it on the sedIments, a!ld 
lateritic krasnozems with outcrops of laterIte 
(bauxite) on the dolerite and basalt. It is :l 
possible time marker, younger than the basalts at 
Deloraine-Westbury and at Campbell Town but of 
uncertain relationship to the basalt at Evandale. 

Several gently sloping surfaces can be recognised 
at levels below the Woodstock. The Cataract 
Gorge between Hadspen and Launceston separates 
these surfaces into two unrelated systems, the 
South Esk system above it and the Tamar system 
below. The former system cDmprises the present 
floodplains (Canola), and the Brumby and Brick
endon Terraces, respectively 8 to' 18, and 40 to 120 
feet above the floDdplains. Local base levels for 
this system are set by the dolerite at the head 
Df the GDrge. The Canola soils are humic gleys; 
the Brumby meadDw podzolics or sDlods; and the 
Brickendon lateritic podzolics, distinguished from 
WODdstock sDils by the prevalence of siliceous 
gravels in them. In places windblown sands are 
superimposed upDn each terrace. Climatic fl.uctua
tions variatiDns in resistance of dolerIte to' 
corra:sion and renewed faulting are cDnsidered 
as PDssible causes of terrace formation. The 
BrickendDn Terraces are YDunger than the Evan
dale basalt and are thought to be PleistDcene. 
Their lateritizatiDn is ascribed to interglacial 
phases. The Tamar system which has not ~een 
fully investigated includes terraces at elevatIOns 
of 300-330 feet and 100-140 feet near Launceston 
and 130 feet near GeDrgetown, and a bench 1.t 
450 feet in the valley of Rose Rivulet. 

Instances of river capture, involving the SDuth 
Esk River Liffey River, Brumby Creek and other 
streams a~e noted. A reconstruction of the late 
Cainozoic history of the Basin is attempted. 

INTRODUCTION 

SDil surveys in the LauncestDn Tertiary Basin 
have shown that the various soils are closely 
related to geDmorphic units, and that maps of 
soils are in fact also maps of these units. CDnse-
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quently a study of geOmOrphDlogy has been made 
in an attempt to explain the pattern of soils and 
to' throw light on their genesis, because the history 
of the landscapes is also the history of the soils. 
The study ShDWS that the floor of the Basin is a 
stepped landscape, throughout which may be 
traced a sequence of distinct levels, each with 
characteristic soils. Soil maps of the Longford 
and Quamby rectangles are available (Nicolls, 
1958a, 1959) and this paper is to be read in con
junction with them. 

Johnston (1873) to whom the name Launceston 
Tertiary Basin is due, believed that the Tertiary 
sediments were deposited in a large lake, and 
Carey (1946) follows this. However, the nature 
of the sediments and the absence of remnants of 
a seaward barrier to the lake raise serious 
objections to the lake theory. Davies (1959) 
pictures the whole of this area as one part of a 
much mDre extensive "Lower Coastal Surface" 
developed within and by erosion of a "Higher 
Coastal Surface" which preceded it. The present 
paper is not concerned with the cDrrectness or 
otherwise of either of these views; the history 
which it attempts to unravel starts, probably 
towards the end of the Tertiary Period, with the 
Woodstock Surjace-a very gently sloping surface 
occupying the floor of the Launceston Basin 
between the Ben Lomond Plateau to the north
east and the Central Plateau to the sDuth-west. 
For the mDst part the Woodstock Surface was 
developed in Tertiary sediments, but whether these 
sediments and been deposited in a lake or as a pied
mont plain would appear not to' have affected the 
subsequent developments discussed here. 

The term "surface" is used with a more 
restricted meaning than that of Davies, and corres
ponds rather with his term" phase". The surfaces 
described below all represent phases in the later 
development of Davies' "Lower CDastal Surface". 
HDwever, in the terminolDgy of Butler (1959) the 
older of them may include more than one 
" groundsurface". 

Where figures fDr the elevations of particular 
points are quoted, they refer to' measurements 
frDm bench marks based on State Datum. 

OUTLINE OF THE SURFACES AND TERRACES 
The Woodstock Surface has been largely 

removed by erosion, and is now represented by 
discontinuous remnants, recognisable by their 
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elevation (550-1050 feet) the lateritie soils 
them. The name is that given by 

et a1 (H)42) to the series of soils they 
found to be characteristic of these remnants ill. 
the neighbourhood of Longford and Cressy. The 
largest remnant of the 'Woodstock Surface is 
traversed by the Midland between Conara 
and As a whole Surface 
sloves north-westwards from the vicinity of 

the valley of the Tamar River and 
from Deloraine to 

detajIs are ob~3cure, it is clear 
its tIme had the same 
reaehing the sea via Tamar Valley. 
,mrfaces below the vVoodstoek are 
river terraces related to the streams of 

The Cataract wiLh its 
Hadspen at an elevation 410 feet, and its foot 

sea level at Launceston, the riv0r 
terra.ces into two unrelated 
stream from Hao,m,,,,, 
and its many 
South Esk 
the North 
Eskwill be 
Tan:1ur system has not been tully 
treated only briefly here. 

1\1' Ol'tl1 
The 

and is 

The tel'raCell of the South Esk 
in order from highest lowest. 

system 1 arranged 
been. named 

follows.:---
Brickendon·--40 to 120 above present flood--

Each appears to have much the same 
rivers; that the ranges 

above not arise froin any 
consistent Increase or dCCI'ease of height of one 
terrace above another with distance the 
stream. Rather are due to a of 
two other factors, while the distinction 
betvveen Brickendol1 as a and Brumby 
whole Is quite marked, Brickendon 

more than one 
Brumby may do 

across a terrace perpendicular to a 
concave or convex rather than 

and the concavities of adjacent 
may not coincide. 

THE WOODSTOCK SURFAC)}; 

The Woodstock Surface is represented on the soil 
of the Longford - (Nicolls, 19580:). by 

the soils oft;he Association together 
with certain of the small scattered occurrences of 
lateritic soils within the Breadalbane and 
Helbia Associations. The and Relbia 
soil associations are on Tertiary sediments, the 
Eastfield on dolerite, and tIle Breadalbane on 
basalt. On the soil map of the Quamby rectangle 
(Nicolls, 1959) the Wood"tock surface is repre
sented by the 'Woodstock Association and by the 
lateritic krasnozems developed fairly extensively on 
basalt and locally on dolerite. South of the Long
ford rectangle soils of the Woodstock Association 
extend from Epping to Conal' a and are found in 
the valley of the Isis River and near Blackmans 

River four miles west of' Tunbridge. 
Campbell Town several basalt hills are 
the same level by outcrops of laterite or by 
kl'asnozerl:l soils. These scattered remnants at com-
parable levels strongly a surface, or 
a combination of two as 
once contjnuous over the whole fioor of the 
an area of some 1300 square miles. 

Owen (1954) and Edwards (955) reviewing out-
of laterite and bauxite Tasmania 

elsewhere as potential sources of aluminium 
are, considered several in the Launeeston Basin. 
'Those described uncler the headings of Fordon. 

Town and Conara all to 
Surface and those-

Lake HiveI' and \'Vhite Hills mav 
Though (loc cit, p. 199) 

elsewhere as 
of laterite he discounted it in 
that laterite here is restricted to 

However. the 'Woodstock Surface is 
a peneplain or some other form of 
erosional and it is clear 

soils of the AssociatIon on 
Tertiary sediments are the counterpart of the 
laterite occurring at the same levels on basalt and 
dolerite. 

sUI"faces to be discussed 
cannot be dismissed on 

available so far. If there could be 
together remnants at the two levels, in 
the :oediments away from the of 

basalt_ the would be resolved 
in favour of the first but such evidence 
is lacking. On the first view, name "\Voods(;ocl;: 
would be better reserved for Woodstock and a 
different name found for Woodstock A. 
in areas where the two levels are not 
together as for instance west of 
is difficulty in deciding between them, and 
better to use the single name Woodstock 
designate A or B wherev.er possible. 

"\Voodstock A. There are only iSOlated small 
remnants at this level. The soil map of the Long
ford rectangle shows a prominent bench in the 
dolerite forming the eastern wall of the Basin, 
running right across the sheet, parallel to and 
<,.bout six miles east of the course of the South 
Esk River. It is two to three miles wide and at a 
general elevation of 800-900 feet. Its top consists 
mainly of low rolling dolerite hills, with non
Jateritic and presumably relatively young soils of 
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the Eastfield Association on their slopes. However 
at scattered points on the fiatter hilltops and 
shoulders there are lateritic soils and some 
exposures of massive laterite, whieh appear to be 
the remnants of a formerly continuous surface. 
Those associated with dolerite or basalt are marked 
on the soil map with a red stippling. One of them 
is represented .in Figure 1 (see 4). Owen 
Ooc cit) refers to three others, laterite at 
" Fordon ", and the lateritic krasnozem soils at 

Sugar Loaf and another small basalt hill 
on road three miles east of White 
HHls. The 
of soils of the Association on this bench. 
The bench continues northwards into the Laun~ 
eeston and krasnozem soils on dolerite 
near 'I'urners at about SOO feet elevation 
be correlated with it. Lateritie soils oceur at 
the same elevation at scattered 
dolerite hills around Mt. Arnon a 
of Perth. 

Between Deloraine and \Vestbury there 
several small exposures of laterite on the 
the basalt at elevations around 
(Plate 1 (a). resemble the 

hard . (Edw~uds, 
1955) on near Town. On the flatter 
hilltops appreciable areas of lateritic krasnozem 
soils surround these as shown on the soil 

of the Quamby The elevations of the 
are consistent with a surface 

of about 18 feet per mile to the easC. 
However it a matter for conjecture whether such 
a surface would be accordant with vVoodstock A 
with Woodstock B the of Long-
ford and Pertb.. western occur-
rences of laterite be to Vvoodstock A. 
Two miles south south-east of Westbury, there 

of the of both surfaces on 
hills, A at 900 feet and B at about 

feet above' sea level. 
Woodstock B. The general elevation of Wood

;;tock B falls from 70(J-750 feet near Campbeli 
Town to 550-600 feet near Longford and Carrick. 
In place;; this surface be remarlmbly liar, over 
extents of one or two but comJfficmJiy 
it is undulating with a of about 
feet larger remnants of \Voodstock B exis~ 
than of Woodstock A, fO!.· instance that which the 
MIdland Highway crosses between Conara and 

Most of the areas of soils of the Woodstock 
.n.'i"UGH"CIUll shown on the soil maps belong to thi,,; 
level. They are on the TertIary sediments, but 
Woodstock B like Woodstock A may also cross 
dolerite and basalt. Where it does so, the soils are 
usually lateritic krasnozems, and outcrops of 
laterite may occur. 

Woodstock B is well represented on basalt around 
Campbell Town by the several outcrops of laterite 
t·) which Owen and Edwards (loc cit) refer. A 
prominent example of a laterite pavement on 
dolerite on this surt'ace may be seen 500 yards 
south-east of the I11awarra Church between Long
ford and Carrick. 

THE SOUTII ESK SYSTEM OF TERRRACES 
Figure 1 is a measured section across the South 

Esk valley near Clarendon, drawn to scale with 
vertical exaggeration. On the western side of the 

river the section shows typical development of 
Brickendon, Brumby and Canola surfaces. There 
are distinct levels in the Brickendon, at 90 and 60 
feet above the . the flat Brumby terrace 
stands 12 feet above floodplain, and sharp 
banks mark the limits of each. A knoll on the 
floodplain at the water's edge on this side 
accentuates the apparent entrenchment of the 
river. East of the river these three formations are 
not so typical in this seeton, because on this side 
it traverses the valley of a tributary stream. 
li'urther remnants of both vVoodst,ock Band 
Vvoodstock are represented. Knons of wInd-
blown sand rise abOVe the floodplain east of the 
river. 

Br.ickendon 'l'erraces.,,-The name Brickendon is 
tht by Stephens et a1 (1942) the series 
of found to be of these 
terraces in neighbourhood of Longford. The 
BrickendonTerraces are very extensive, occupying 
70 square miles of the Basin fioor within the Long
ford rectangle alone. However, this large area of 
the Brickendon Terraces is a reflection of 
their complexity noted above. confiuence 
of the South Esk and Lake Rivers, Brickendon 
Terrace must have had at one time an uninter
rupted width of some 10 miles. The Midland High
way traverses a Brickendon terrace almost con-
tinuously for 16 miles between aDd Perth, 
while the Bass for three 
n1iles from 

Boundaries of the Brickendon Terraces with the 
Brumby are almost always marked by steep banks, 
as in Figure 1. Occasionally where the lower 
Brickendon terraces abut the Woodstock Surface, 
boundaries are similarly marked by steep 
slopes, as for across the Midland 
one mile north of There the 
Terrace 1;0 be a continuation of the 60 foot 
level in 1, and the Woodstocl;: Surface stands 
40 to 150 feet higher. The higher Brickendon 
terraces stand slightly below the general level 
of 'oheWoodstock in their locality, and meet 
it in gentle The lower Brickendon terraces 
may also the Woodstock Surface in gentle 
slopes, and in such situations the recognition of 
boundaries depends mainly upon the presence of 
the siliceous gravels characteristIc of the Bricken
don. Small pebbles of quartz do occur on the Wood
stock Surface, but they are rare, whereas on the 
Brickendon Terraces siliceous gravels are normally 
a major component of the deposits. 

Cuttings and bores on the Brickendon Terraces 
reveal that the siliceous gravels are generally 
present to depths of al; least 12 feet, variously 
stratified with sands and clays. In the railway 
cutting one mile east of Longford Station gravelly 
deposits overlie basalt at a depth of 30 feet below 
the top of the terrace. Near Longford Station is 
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FIGURE I.-Section across Sooth Esk Valley near Clarendon. To the left (west) of the river there are two distinct 
steps in the Brickendon, and the Brumby terrace is well developed. To the right (east) of the river the section traverses the 
valley of a tributary, with development of Canola at the expense of Brumby and with bevelling of Brickendon. Small knolls 
of windblown sands (P) rise above the floodplain on th<! eastern side of the valley. Abbrevia,tions: Ca, Canola; Br, Brumby; 
P, Panshanger. 

another cutting exposing the siliceous gravels on 
a level 50 feet below their base in the first cutting, 
though this eviqence by itself hardly justifies a 
conclusion of a 'total depth of 80 feet of gravelly 
deposits in this locality. Three miles east-north
east of Cressy there is a bluff at the edge of an 
extensive Brickendon terrace, standing 70 feet high 
above a sharp bend in the Lake River. The section 
is largely obscured by debris, but the gravels do 
not extend more than 20 feet below its top; 
probably their depth is appreciably less. The sedi
ments below are without gravels except in debris 
at the bottom of the section, and are interpreted 
as Tertiary (pre-Evandale basalt). 

The Brickendon gravels are strongly water-worn, 
some times faceted, and vary from one quarter to 
three inches in diameter with occasional ones up 
to six inches. The great majority are quartz or 
quartzite. Waterworn fragments of silicified wood 
are common, as noted by Johnston (1873) and by 
Carey (1946). In places there are occasional pieces 
of sandstone, and of hardened mUdstone with 
Permian fossils. The quartz or quartzite gravels 
are 'believed to be ,the glacial erratics and other 
pebbles weathered from the Permian rocks of the 
river catchments. Alluvial fans at the base of the 
Western Tiers near Meander are strewn with such 
pelbbles from the adjoining Permian strata. Except 
in the immediate neighbourhood of outcrops, 
pebbles of dolerite and basalt are either absent 
from or at least very rare in the Brickendon gravels. 
This is a remarkruble feature particularly in view of 
the prevalence of dolerite in all of the river catch
ments. Lateritization of the Brickendon Terraces 
would account for their absence by weathering 
from the surface of the terraces, but at depth traces 
of weathered pebbles might be expected to remain. 
The Brickendon Terrace near Bracknell (Fig. 2, 
page 9), crosses a low ridge of dolerite. Typical 
soils occur there, but with frequent boulders of 
dolerite among them. 

Brumby Terraces.-The name Brumby is taken 
from the type locality in the valley of Brumby 
Creek south of Cressy, though other streams have 
developed more extensive terraces at corresponding 
levels. Where the Nile Hiver joins the South Esk 
the Brumby Terrace is five miles wide. A good view 
of this extensive terrace can be seen to the east 
from the Midland Highway three miles north of 
Powranna. Meandering streams have cut into the 
Brumby Terraces and have established the Canola 

Floodplains at the next lower level, but apart from 
this the low relief of the Brumby Terraces has pro
tected them very largely from erosion. They are 
flat, with little bevelling and generally jOin the 
Canola Floodplains in sharp banks (Fig. I, Plate 
2). Most observations of the height of Brumby 
above Canola fall within the narrow range 10 to 
12 feet. However there is occasional evidence of 
small areas of su'bsidiary terraces at levels a few 
feet higher or lower. Unusually high floods reach 
Brumby level. 

Borings and the few cuttings in the Brumby 
Terraces show stratification with sandy clays, sands 
and gravels to depths of at least eight feet, but 
whether this represents the filling of valleys 
through the Brickendon or the re-working of 
Brickendon and earlier Tertiary deposits by river 
planation is not known. In general, dolerite is 
rubsent from the gravels of the Brumby Terraces as 
it is from the Brickendon, but in some places, as 
near the confluence of the South Esk and Nile 
Rivers dolerite pebbles are abundant. On the soil 
maps, such areas with dolerite gravels at the level 
of the Brumby Terraces have been distinguished 
from those without. Most of the floor of the long 
trough between the McRaes Hills ridge and the 
foothills of the Tiers has been regarded as Brumby 
Terrace, but its origin may be somewhat atypical, 
since Permian rocks underlie it at shallow depth 
(G. E. A. Hale, personal communication). 

Intermediate terraces.-In the valleys of the 
Liffey River, Whitemore Creek, and a tributary 
of the latter, terraces have been found at heights 
of 20 to 30 feet above adjoining floodplains as for 
example one mile north of Bishopsbourne. Their 
soils most resemble the Brumby, but have features 
also of Brickendon. Since corresponding inter
mediate terraces have not been observed in other 
valleys it would appear that these may be the 
result of some conditions peculiar to tributaries of 
the Meander River. 

Canola Floodplains.-These vary in development 
from intermittent narrow strips on one side of a 
stream, to extensive flats broken by numerous 
aJbandoned channels, as along the South Esk River 
east of Powranna where they reach widths of one 
and a half miles. Various stratification of clays, 
sands and gravels may be seen in the banks of 
rivers and small creeks, and borings along Brumby 
Creek have shown similar stratification continuing 
below the level of the creek bed. That there has 
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been some recent filling of the floodplains is shown 
by the partial burial of dunes of the windblown 
sands described in the next section. However the 
strata beneath stream channel level Il1ay belong to 
earlier phases. 

Windblown sands.-The soil maps show discon
tinuous deposits of sand (Panshanger Association) 
along the eastern sides of most valleys in the Laun
cescon Basin. Such deposits are common 
out east-central Tasmania (Nicolls, 

proportions of clay have accompanied these 
moving as of the 

same UHH"U0iVii" as the sand the Laun-
ceston Basin the 
very low in clay, 

of the deposits are 
are also 

in clay. From the 
of these deposits is evident that 
IYloved from the valley floGl's by 
winds. They over·lie all formations 

the slopes and tops of terraces, 
and basalt. Knolls of the 

sands also occur on the floodplains but there the 
relationship is different. Creek the 
sands have been found by 
feet below level to be 
buried by finer sediments. The 
are younger than the 
than the phase of the 

of sands has not 
Thus Nye (1926) and (HI39) 

tools: them for waterlaid sediments where 
lie basalt between Town and 
""C"'jJHt'l1i:> et 13.1 (942), the aeolian 

of lunettes around on 'Woodstock 
referred to soils on windblown deposits 

on the valley floors as Alluvial Soils Type A". 

THE TAMAR SYSTEM OF TERTtACES 
A bench at elevations of 300-330 feet 

runs the vicinity of Relbia to the Carr Villa 
Cemetery. It has lateritic sons siliceous 

1"""'.!l'I1111; those of the 
before this 
with other 

have 

(1946) noted the well developed tenaces 
on sides of the North Esk HiveI' near St. 
L,eonards. They stand at elevations of about 140 
feet, and probably eorrelate with another prominent 
terrace about 100 feet above sea level at Mowbray. 
They have 110t been traeed further downstream 
in the present study, nor have their soils been 
examined. Green (1959) reports erosion surfaces 
and terraces near Beaconsfield, some of them with 
characteristic siliceous gravels. l<"urther study is 
required to relate these to the valley as a whole. 

Around the steep sided valleys of Rose Rivulet 
and its tributaries, a series of fiat-topped spurs 

forms a discontinuous bench at about 450 feet 
elevation. This is too high to relate to the 300-330 
foot terrace only four miles downstream. Moreover 
its soils resemble those of the Brumby 'Terraces. 

comparative youth. Lt stands upstream 
from a of basalt on either side of Hose Rivulet 
three miles north of Evandale. Before it was 
breached, this bar may have perched a local base 
level at 400··450 feet, in a manner similar to that 
of the dolerIte in the Cataract Gorge, 

SOILS 
Butler (1959) has recently 

landscflIpes which have had a 
out that in 
of cycles of 

erosion 

in later 
continue to 

unaffected 
of soil In the Laun-

with the exception oE gullies or 
croding in the cycle, a1'09.8 

shown on the soil as Brickendon 
and Brumby represent such persistent 
zones. 

Remnants of the Terraces are flat and 
have been bevelled by or covered by wind-
blown only locally. the flat surfaces, 
soil must be of the same as the terraces 
themselves. 'l'hese soils have to develop 
beyond the influence of the eros is on due to the 
subsequent of of base level and 
formation the Canola Soils of the 
Brickendon Assoeiation are older. They extend 
down slopes as well as over the flat of 
the Terrace remnants and 
suggested that the erosion which produced 

took in the history of the 
icll:eIJldo,n slopes have been 

little if at ail by later cycles of erosion--
are of an early groundsurface 

existed before the formation 
'Terraces and has persisted in these 

places since. case of the Woodstock soi.Is is 
less and it cannot be established that they 
were the of erosion of 
the Brielwndon are at 
least as old as the soils of the Brickendon 
tion; some if not all of them are considerably 
older. The differences between these assoeiations 
of soils refiect both the total passage of time, and 
t.he diITering climatic conditions to which the older 
and higher surfaces have been exposed before 
the younger ones were In addition, they 
are partly due to differences in the nature of the 
terrace deposits, particularly the prevalence of 
siliceous pebbles on the Brickendon Terraces. 

The Woodstock soils where developed on Tertiary 
sediments are lateritic podzolics (Stephens, 1956) 
with friable, brightly coloured clays overlain by 
sandy A horizons containing ferruginous pisolites 
and sometimes pieces of laterite, or aggregations of 
the ferruginous nodules, up to a foot or occasionally 
more in diameter. Where the Woodstock Surface 
crosses dolerite or basalt which supplies more iron 
on weatherinr~, the soils are generally lateritic 
krasnozems (Stephens, 1956), These are red-brown 
very friable clays with little contrast of texture 
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down the profile, and containing irregular pieces 
of semi-hard laterit.e or bauxite. Occasionally 
amongst the lateritic krasnozems may be found 
small outcrops or pavements of laterite, in boulders 
up to four feet deep. 

The Brickendon soils are lateritic podzolics like 
the Vloodstock on Tertiary similal' 
friable though sometimps rather eoloured 

B hori:wns. They differ from the Woodstock 
in most profiles contain large quantities of 
the siliceous gravels, concentrated with the ferru
ginous nodules in the sandy A horizons. Where, as 
occasionally the siliceous gravels are 

from other profiles within a 
on same level will be found to 

contain them. Where pieces or boulders of laterite 
occur on the Brickendon Terraces, they are usually 
studded with the siliceous gravels. 

The soils of the Brumby Terraces are not lateritic, 
either because the climatic conditions to which 

have been exposed have been unfavourable, 
are too young, In the classification 

of Stephens these soils be placed as 
meadow podzolics or as solods. have grey 
sandy A horizons usually with a bleached 

and with a sharp contrast of texture to a clay 
B The clay lacks the colours of the 
'Woodstock and Brickendon, is 
rather than friable, and sometimes 
structure. Below, there is som~~ti.ml~s a little 
carbonate. Ferruginous nodules or siliceous gravels 
may occur throughout the profile. 

The Canola 
humic gley "Ul1:,"--ua,u,-
or clays 
plastic clays 

Table 1 summarises the main features of these 
characteristic soil profiles by '.vhich, together with 
their topographic the Woodstock Surface 
and the terraces the South Esl, system may be 
recognised. 

[Por 'Table I, see fae'ing page.] 

Parts of the formcr Woodstock Surface and of 
the Brickendon Terraces have suffered extensive 
erosion at some period or periods subsequent to the 
formation of soils of the Woodstock and Brickendon 
Associations. These ero(~ed parts have distinct 
soils, shown on the soil maps as Cressy and New-
ham Associations. The Cressy soils are mainly on 
eroded parts of the Woodstock Surface, but par
ticularly west of the Liffey River they are also 
developed upon eroded Bl'ickendon terraces. Their 
genesis by truncation of \/iToodstoek soils is dis
cussed by Stephens et a1 (942). They are virtually 
restricted to the portion of the area west of the 
Lake River. The Newham soils are found on 
eroded Brickendon terraces to the east of the Lake 
River. Remnants of the Woodstock Surface in that 
portion of the area have not been eroded in the 
same way as have their counterparts to the west. 
The reason for this zoning of the Cressy and New
ham Associations is obscure, but may relate to 
elOsion at different periods, or to the slightly wetter 
climate of the western part of the area, or to both 
these factors. 

A full account of the soils of the area is being 
published elsewhere. 

RELATIONSHIP OF' 'rIIE WOODSTOCK SUR
F'ACE AND THE BRICKENDON 'TERRACES 
TO THE BASALT AT EVANDALE 

The basalt overlies the early Tertiary sediments 
[md is therefore younger than them. The lowest 
elevation at which basalt outcrops in this district is 
275 feet above sea level at Talisker", three mill'S 
north of Evandale. There are some indications 
that this may a pOint of eruption, but 
even if so, rests on the Tertiary sediments 
at several in the vicinity at elevations not 
much This accords with C194G) 
VIeW before extrusion of the basalt South 
Esk River or its predecessor fiowed northwards pas~ 
Evandale. This seems a more course than the 
Cataraet Gorge for the waters of Lake and the 
Meander Hivers as wen as of South Esk 
this time. According to outpouring of 
basalt near Evandale blocked path and tUrlwd 
the South Esk Hiver along its present course west
wards to enter the Cataract Gorge at Hadspen. 
Subsequently "extensive deposits of 
gravels . , . over 100 feet thick near 
accumulated because of Lhe damming of 
This may be taken as a reference to the Bl71ckenclon 
Terrace. 

At several points along the bank of the Soutn 
Esk River near Evandale, at Perth, and just over 
one mile east of the confluence of the South Esk 
and Lake basalt outcrops at water level 
at the foot of the Terraces. In the deep 

:10 feet below the 
Brickendon terrace, 

basalt is exposed the siliceous gravels resting 
upon it. It seems reasonable to assume that these 

of basalt are linked with the main body 
at Evandale and an old valley 

filling since buried by the Terrace';. 
M:oreover the pattern of Brickendon dis-
closed by the soil map and their slope lw·t.,,,'ppn 
Evandale and Hadspen strongly suggest that 

their formation the South Esk River flowed, 
as it now, westwards from Evandale to Long
ford. The Brickendon Terraces then, are younge,,' 
than the basalt, though how much younger is not 
clear. 

One mile north of Evandale, the Brickendon 
gravels, at an elevation just over 550 feet, are on 
the divide between the South Esk and North Esk 
drainage. It is therefore conceivable that for some 
time after the basalt eruption, during or after the 
establIshment of the highest Brickendon 'I'erraces, 
the river found a course northward across the 
basalt. This might explain the fiatness of tIle 
basalt sheet at this elevation around 
,Junction. However it seems unlikely that the 
having established such a course would abandon 
it for the apparently more difficult one via the 
Cataract Gorge. The obviously imminent capture 
of the South Esk River by the North Esk near 
Evandale (Nyc and Blake, 1938; Carey, 1946) is 
in fact in the reverse direction. 

The relationship of the basalt at Evandale to the 
Woodstock Surface is uncertain. The laterite and 
lateritic krasnozem soils capping basalt hills in the 
Deloraine-Westbury district around 1000 feet 
elevation are interpreted as remnants of the Wood
stock Surface developed on basalt; that is, the 
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basalt there predates the Woodstock Surface. At 
Campbell Town, laterite and lateritic soils occur 
on basait at several points and Edwards (1955) has 
shown that this laterite has in fact been derived 
from basalt or from basaltic tuff. These occur
rences are at the local elevation of the Woodstock B 
surface (700-750 feet) so that the basalt there too 
appears to be pre-Woodstock. Similarly, lateritic 
krasnozem soils overlie basalt at Vineys Sugar 
Loaf near" Fordon" at the elevation of the Wood
stock A surface. Around Evandale the only 
occurrence definitely associated with basalt which 
may be ascribed to the Woodstock Surface is at 
the Woodstock A level ana small hill on the Bless
in.ton road five miles north-east of Evandale town
ship. This hill, which is mentioned by Owen (1954), 
is capped at elevations from 900 to 990 feet with 
lateritic krasnozem soils containing boulders of 
basalt and pieces of laterite or bauxite. Laterite 
boulders and similar soils occur in small areas on 
two other hilltops, one just over 700 feet elevation 
four miles east of Evandale and the other at 790 
feet elevation three and a half miles north-north
east of Evandale. In each case basalt occurs within 
a short distance at lower elevation but direct 
evidence that basalt underlies the laterite is 
lacking. 

On the evidence available so far, the two possi
bilities therefore remain (a) that the Evandale 
basalt is older and the Woodstock Surface developed 
upon it and was subsequently almost entirely re
moved by erosion, or (b) that the basalt is 
younger and filled a valley that had been cut 
deeply into the Woodstock Surface. If (a) is correct 
it would mean that the formation of the Bricken
don Terraces could not have followed immediately 
upon the blocking of the valley by the basalt, which 
Carey (1946) implies. On the other hand if (b) is 
correct the basalt eruption. at Evandale could be 
regarded as having initiated the formation of the 
Brickendon Terraces. Further, if the basalt at 
Evandale is younger than the Woodstock Surface 
it is also appreciably younger than the basalts at 
Deloraine and at Campbell Town and Viney's 
Sugar Loaf. 

The existence of basalts between Evandale and 
Longford, buried by the Brickendon Terrace raises 
the question of the possibility of a similar buried 
connection between the basalt at Evandale and 
that astride the South Esk River opposite Epping. 
However the petrological evidence of Edwards 
0949, p. 98) makes such a connection doubtful. 

RIVER CAPTURE 

Two factors combine to make the Launceston 
Basin particularly prone to river captures. Firstly 
there is the alternation of 'bars of hard rock
chiefly dolerite-with areas of the soft unconsoli
dated Cainozoic sediments. Secondly, the inter
fluves often consist entirely of the soft sediments. 
A stream downcutting in soft sediments may 
become superimposed upon an underlying body of 
dolerite, which retards the further progress of 
corrasion. Meanwhile a more fortunate neighbour
ing stream, in a course which happens not to be 
underlain at comparable depth by hard rock, 
relatively quickly deepens its valley. Unless the 

interfluve is particularly resistant to erosion, the 
stage is set for the capture of the first stream by 
the second. 

The impending capture of the South Esk River 
by tributaries of the North Esk near Evandale is 
a spectacular example which has been noted by 
previous authors (Nye and Blake, 1938; Carey, 
1946). In the capture area, the South Esk River, 
perched by the dolerite bar across its path at 
Hadspen, is 480 feet above sea level. Only two 
and a half miles away Rose Rivulet, a tributary 
of the North Esk River, is at 150 feet. At its lowest 
point (co-ordinates E 513050, N 881450) the divide, 
consisting of a thin basalt capping over the Tertiary 
clays and sands, stands 540 feet above sea level, 
only 60 feet above low water level in the South 
Esk. A tributary of Rose Rivulet with a steep valley 
has almost breached the divide by erosion of the 
relatively unconsolidated sediments and under
cutting of the basalt. However the possibility of 
capture during a flood seems more remote than is 
suggested by the authors quoted above; the record 
flood of April, 1929, according to local monuments, 
could not have been less than 20 feet below the 
divide. 

The soil maps reveal several captures among the 
group of streams descending the Western Tiers 
between the Lake River in the south-east and 
Quamby Brook in the north-west. The" rock bar" 
factor with all of these is the long low ridge of 
dolerite running parallel to the Tiers escarpment 
along the Tiers Fault (McKellar, 1957). The 
McRaes Hills are part of this ridge, and the town
ship of Bracknell stands upon it. The streams have 
graded courses across or along the trough between 
the Tiers escarpment and this ridge. The Lake 
River has been ruble to skirt the south-eastern end 
of the ridge, but the other streams cross it through 
small gorges. The more rapid cutting of one gorge 
than of its neighbour has led to the diversion of 
streams along the southern face of the ridge and 
the abandoning of some of the gorges. The best 
examples are an unnamed valley extending from 
Western Lagoon to Longford, and the valley of 
Whitemore Creek. 

Western Lagoon-Longford VaUeY.-This has 
clearly been beheaded by the present Brumby 
Creek drainage system. Western Lagoon now 
drains into Brumby Creek, with a fall of 29 feet 
over the short distance from the south-western 
end of the lagoon to water level in the creek. 
Beyond the small gap through the dolerite at the 
north-eastern end of the lagoon, the valley is well 
defined with a clear fall towards Longford. 

Western Lagoon itself occupies a hollow in the 
McRaes Hills ridge. The presence there of outcrops 
of sandstone suggests that, as commonly happens 
in Tasmania, the hollow has been formed by the 
removal of sandstone by differential erosion, 
leaving the harder rim of dolerite. The passage 
through it of the former headwaters of Brumby 
Creek accounts for this erosion; and swampy con
ditions on the divide following capture, aided by 
movement of windblown sands, account for the 
development of the lagoon. 

This capture must be relatively recent-during 
the CanoIa phase. It is since the development of 
Brumby Terraces because a Brumby terrace is 
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~liell developed between VI/estern Lagoon and Long
ford. The existence of windblown sands in the 
valley suggests that it may have carried a large 
stream in the main period of sand movement, which 
is subsequent to the Brumby Terr[1ce 
Finally, the lagoon on the divide could 

a limited period after the 
stream occupied this 

the formation of 
The Brickendon Terrace on the Long-

ford-Cressy three miles from Longford 
may be to Lake River and possible 
remnants of a Briekendon terrace there 
snd'Western Lagoon are inconclusive. 

It is clear from the of Brickendon 
Terraces shown by the map that the 
time of their formation a large stream the 
Whitemore course. At Bracknell the Brickendon 
terrace could be ascribed either to tlJeWhitemore 
valley or to the present Liffey valley. At Carricl~ 
the Brickendon terrace to the Meander 
HiveI'. Between and Carrick, no 
remnants of a Bricl;::endon terrace have been found 
along the present Liffey course, whereas along the 
parallel Whitemore valley, there is a prominent and 
almost continuous Brickendon terrace. Not only 
eould such a large terrace hardly be ascribed to 
a stream of the size of the present Whitemore 
Creek. but also below the point B (Figure 2) there 
is no source of the characteristic siliceous gravels. 
Both the Whitemore vaney and the present Liffey 
valley below Bracknell have well developed Brumby 
Terraces at the usual height 00 to 12 feet) above 
their Canola F'loodplains (Plate 2). 

Whitemore Creek.-Figure 2, prepared from the 
soil map shows the stream pattern in the neigh
bourhood of BracknelL Vi1hitemore Creek appears 
to be a former course of the Liffey River, and in 
fact in times of flood some of the water from the 
Lifley still goes this way. I;'rom water level at point 
A on the Liffey IUver (Figure 2) only the low river 
bank interrupts a continuous fall of 38 feet across 
the terrace to poiat B at the head .of the Whitemon) 
valley. Teloeal residents have taken advantage of 
this to lead water into Wl1itemore Creek from a 
tributary of the Liffey. 

VALLEY SIDES &: HILLS 

WOODSTOCK SURFACE 

BRICKENDON TeRRACE 

BRUMBr' TERRACE 

CANOL A FLOODPLAIN 

SCALe 

The Liffey River 
several times between 
below Bracknell. The existence of a second 
bar across the present course of the 

which presumably accounts for 11n-
Canola floodplain above it, might tip 

cn;"4W';C; again in favour of the Whitemore vaHey 
future time. 

Other Captures.-The valley of Gum 
Rivulet is another lilmly former course of Liffey 
River, since pOint C (Figure 2) on the crest of 
the low divide, is slightly below water level at point 
A on the Liffey. The stream crossing the Bass 
Highway near Hagley may have lost to the Swamp 
Gum valley its former headWaters on Cluan Tiel'. 
'The flat 1100red valley between dolerite hills 
immediately to the south-east of Western Lagoon 
is suggestive of the former passage through it of a 
stream of moderate size. 
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DISCUSSION 

1. The coni!"ol of base level. 
The terraces of the Tamar system appear to 

have graded to sea levels at former shorelines some 
distance down the Tamar Valley or in Bass Strait. 
Changing sea levels would then account for their 
present elevations, but until. the former shorelines 
can be located it is not possible to estimate the 

of those It may be assumed 
since the Surface can be traced 

northward from Launceston, it. too graded to a 
former sea level. 

On the other the soil maps show that the 
Lerraces of the Esk system head into the 
Cataract where the river bed 
is now at an of feet. :F'or these terraces 
to have been controlled sea levels would require 
the sea ,It such the terraces would 
grade to them the head of t.he Gorge. In 
the absence of of the area to the north of 
the Gorge must be kept in mind; 
however so far has not revealed a. 
northward continuation of the terrace The 
much more likely a.lternative is that base 
levels for the terraces of the South Esk syssem 
have he en eon trolled, independently of sea level, 
by the dolerite at the head of the Cataract Gorge. 
(Plate 1 (b»), 

A more or less rate of corrasion of the 
dolerite gorge result in a steadily falling 
local base level for the basin Terraces 

be formed in such (Cotton, 1945, 
but they are in unmatched across 

the In the there are some 
instances of unmatched 
that varying levels among the 

be accounted for in this way. However matched 
i"'~C""uuu Terraces also occur, and the well pre

served Brumby Terraces are certainly matched in 
height across Relatively rapid changes of 
base level are to explain these occurrences. 

The alternation of periods of stillstand and 
terrace formation, with periods of change of 
local base level might be explained 

(a) Climatic fluctuations varying the volume of 
water and the load of sediment carried by 
rivers, 

(b) Variations in the resistance of the dolerite 
bar to corrasion, associated with jOint 
systems in the dolerite, 

(c) Intermittent movements of a fault system. 
Consideration of these possible causes involves 

the further question of the extent to which the 
terraces are built by deposition, or are cut in earlier 
sediments. Unfortunately the few deep sections 
exposed in the area, and such recore's of deep 
borings as are available do not resolve this question, 
All the terraces are depositional in the surface few 
feet, since even a cut terrace (strath) has a surface 
skin of transported material, Borings for the 
examination of soil profiles, and shallow cuttings 
reveal stratification, with lenses of river gravels 
to depths of eight feet or sometimes more on each 
terrace. As discussed above the Brickendon 
Terraces are depositional between Evandale and 
Longford, where sandy clays and siliceous gravels 
have buried basalt, to depths of at least 30 feet. 

This deposition in the vicinity of the basalt 
blockage, does not necessarily preclude the Bricken
don Terraces being cut in earlier sediments further 
upstream, and such appears to be the case with the 
bluff all the Lake River near CreEsy. The sediments 
exposed on its face are considered to be pre
Brickendon. However this is an isolated section, 
and mayor may not be typical of the terrace in 
its locality. If, as seems likely, the Bricl{endon 
Terraces consist mostly of gravelly deposits 
disconformaobly upon non-gravelly earlier 

the depth of the former will naturally vary 
with pre-Brickendon topography, and in 
only a skin of the later transported 
cover the older sediments. The 
banks between Canol a and 
Brumby and Brickendon, and u",e,""Wl.W,,",Y 

CanDIa and Brickel1don, are 
river planation . l' Piate 
banks occur rarely between different 
of the between Brickendon and 
\Voodstock. This might be accounted for 

their removal by erosion, in the much longer 
available. 

ClimatIc fluctuations such as those of the Pleis
toeene, could result eHhe!' in depositional or in cut 
terraces through changes in the volume and load 
of rivers entering the Basin and eonsequent 
in of their courses across it. The 

of the Brickendon 
the finer sedimerlts of the 
indicates markedly differing conditions of 
tion. However it is conceivable that the Brickendon 
surfaces have arisen planation in 
climatic differing from which per-
mitted the original accumulation of the gravels. 
If the climatic hypothesis is similar 
cljmatic conditions during the of each 
terrace must be envisaged, since the of 
successive terraces appear to differ if at alL 

Joints and faults through the doJerite in the 
Cataract Gorge might be responsible for 
variations in its resistance to corrasion, this 
might be accentuated by variations in the load 
carried by the river. This mechanism would apply 
to intermittent faU of base level after a period 
of stillstand would result in terraces cut in 
earlier sediments. 

The South Esk Hiver crosses a horst in its courSe 
through the Cataract (Carey, 1946; Blake, 
1959). If the faults have active in cornpara-
tively recent times, they could be responsible for 
intermittent lifting of the river bed at the head 
of the Gorge, with consequent sedimentation up
stream and later river planation of the new 
sediments as the dolerite bar was again cut down, 
Intermittent lowering of base level by faulting, 
resulting in cut terraces upstream, is also con-
ceivable, though unlikely because it would involve 
a reversal of the direction of former movement at 
these faults. Carey (946) considered that block
age of the vaHey at Evandale by basalt was the 
direct cause of the accumulation of the siliceous 
gravels of which the Brickendon Terraces between 
Evandale and Longford are built. On the other 
hand, if the formation of terraces is in fact due 
to renewed movements of the fault system, it is 
likely that this mechanism, and not the extrusion 
of basalt, would account also for the depOSition of 
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the gravels. If SO, the gravel deposits might be 
much younger than the basalt, which would be in 
line with the possibility of a pre-Woodstock age 
for the basalt discussed above. Banks (1958, p. 235) 
states" it would appear that faulting has 
occurred in Tasmania throughout the Cainozoic". 
However, renewed faultil1g as the cause of terrace 
formation in the Launceston Basin must remain 
hypothetical, since no positive evidence to support 
it has been found. The gradients of the terraces 
do not appear to have been affected by warping of 
the basin floor, nor have youthful fault scarps been 
observed. Scarps relating to the formation of the 
comparatively young Brumby Terraces might be 
expected to be still recognisa:ble. 

In summary, several mechanisms may be postu
lated as responsible for the existence of the terraces 
of the South Esk system, but none has been proved. 
'The Brickendon Terraces are built of post-basalt 
gravelly sediments near Evandale and Longford, 
but further upstream they may be largely cut in 
pre-basalt sediments though with a veneer of 
transported gravels. The Brumby Terraces and the 
Canola Floodplains may represent relatively young 
deposits partially filling old valleys within the 
Brickendon. Alternatively they may represent 
surfaces with a thin veneer of young transported 
material, but essentially cut by river planation in 
the post-basalt Brickendon deposits or in the pre
basalt sediments. Further field observations are 
needed, north of the Gorge to determine whether 
there is any continuation of these terraces there, 
and southward to determine the sediments of which 
each terrace is composed. Deep drilling at chosen 
sites may be required. 

2. Ages of the Surfaces, and Summary of Late 
Cainozoic History. 

Nye and Blake (1938) assigned a Lower Pliocene 
age to the pre-basalt sediments and Carey (1946) 
considered them to be Miocene and the basalts 
Pliocene. Gill and Banks (1956) on fossil evidence 
placed the sediments, or at least their lower 
members, as Eocene or Lower Oligocene; they con
sidered the basalts near Launceston to be between 
the limits Lower Oligocene and Middle Pleistocene. 

The present work introduces the Woodstock 
Surface as a possible time marker. The basalts 
at Deloraine-Westbury, and at Campbell Town are 
pre-Woodstock, but at Evandale the evidence is 
slender and the basalt may be either pre or post 
Woodstock. Owen (1954, p. 191) regarded the 
bauxite at Myalla, north-western Tasmania, as 
"younger than Miocene" and the other Tasmanian 
instances as "much older-probalbly Eocene". 
While this may be true of some Tasmanian bauxites, 
those belonging to the Woodstock Surface, for 
example at Campbell Town, can hardly be older 
than Pliocene in view of the considerable degree 
of preservation of the surface. The age of the 
Woodstock Surface may well be the same as that 
of the bauxite at Myalla. Wells (1957) regarded as 
Quaternary the laterite capping basalt hills near 
Deloraine and Exton, here considered to be part 
of the Woodstock Surface. 

The Brickendon Terraces are younger than the 
Evandale basalt, though how much younger is not 
clear. Though Carey (1946) considered the accu-

mulation of siliceous gravels to follow immediately 
upon the basalt, there is an alternative possibility 
of a consider3!bly younger age for the Brickendon 
Terraces if the hypothesis of renewed faulting 
discussed above is accepted. Like the Woodstock 
Surface, the Brickendon Terraces have lateritic 
soils. In several places, for example on the Midland 
Highway five miles north-west of Powranna, there 
are substantial outcrops of laterite. These outcrops 
are studded with the siliceous gravels, indicating 
that the laterite was formed in the Brickendon 
materials themselves, and not on earlier remnants 
of the Woodstock Surface buried by the terrace. 
Several writers have considered that climates of the 
Tertiary Period are necessary to account for later
itization. For instance, Owen (loc cit p. 191) states 
" The writer does not know of any locality in Aus
tralia where lateritization has proceeded to com
pletion during the Quaternary Period ". On the 
other hand Edwards 0955, p. 26) disc,ussing the 
same occurrences of laterite, suggests that those 
developed upon basalt may relate to an interglacial 
phase of the Pleistocene. Blake (1959) shows the 
Brickendon Terraces as Pleistocene, though his 
ma:p does not disclose the evidence for this. 
Stephens et al (942) regarded them as "Pleisto
cene moraine remnants". They have not the form 
of moraines, though they may well be Pleistocene. 

If the Brickendon Terraces are relegated to the 
Tertiary on account of the laterite upon them, the 
conclusion from this area must be that only the 
Brumby and Canoia surfaces, and the windblown 
sands, are Quaternary. On this view, the climatic 
fluctuations of the Pleistocene, despite the glacial 
and periglacial conditions known to have existed 
in the catchments of rivers traversing the basin, 
have left very little imprint upon the basin itself. 
It seems far more reasonable to assign the Brick
endon Terraces to the early Pleistocene, and their 
lateritization to one or more of the interglacial 
phases. The basalt at Evandale may then be as 
late as Pleistocene, as Gill and Banks (loc cit) 
suggest. 

The Brumby Terraces and windblown sands are 
certainly Quaternary. It has been suggested 
(Nicolls, 1958b) that the windblown sands relate 
to the concluding phases of the last glaciation. The 
Canol a Floodplains belong to the present day. 

The late Cainozoic history of the Launceston 
Basin may then be reconstructed as follows:-

(1) Probably during the Pliocene, the Woodstock 
erosion surface was formed across early 
Tertiary sediments and across basalt and 
dolerite. It graded to sea level via the 
Tamar Valley. Heavy cappings of laterite 
developed on the basalt and dolerite, and 
lateritic soils with smaller occurrences of 
laterite, on the Tertiary sediments. 

(2) The basalt at Evandale may have been 
already present at this time; if so, the 
Woodstock Surface presumably developed 
across it, but its soils have been almost 
completely stripped away since. Alterna
tively, the valley filled by the Evandale 
basalt had already been cut deeply into 
the Woodstock Surface. 
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(3) Either as an immediate consequence of the 
basalt eruption, or by later capture, the 
South Esk River was diverted by the basalt 
at Evandale, into the valley that later 
became the Cataract Gorge. By this tim," 
the valley system had become well 

through the Woodstock 
Surface, except for some later captures. 

(4) Either with the diversion of the 
river, or as a result of renewed fault-
ing, sediments 
ceous gravels \vere 
between Evandale 
part of the basalt sheet. 
extended upsi;ream is not known. 

(5) The Brickendon 'I'en-aces formed at succes-
sive levels in these sediments and 
further upstream the gravelly 
sediments or in the earlier Tertiary sedl~ 
ments. These terraces, and later ones of 
the South Esk to the 
dolerite bar in 
Lateritic soils developed 
endon Terraces and 
on wha t remained 
Surface. 

(6) Excavation of the Tertiary sediments from 
had commenced before 

of Evandale basalt and 
afterwards. The 300·-330 foot 

terraces of the Tarnal' Valley 
about the time of formation of the 
endon and similar lateritic sons 
formed upon 

(7) The Brumby Terruces developed at a lower 
level than the lowest Brickendon Terraces. 
An tIme interval is indicated 
by of lateritIc soils on the 
lowest Terraces and their 
absence from the Brumby. 

(8) At to (5) and (6). hne 
C"L""'>Ul[.' to cn the 100-140 

foot 'ramal' terraces were formed and 
drowning of tho Tamar Vaney took place. 

(9) of parts of the Woodstock Surface 
the Brickendon Terraces at some 

time or times since (5) gave rise to the 
Cressy and Newham Associations of soils. 

00 Base level fell more than 10 feet below the 
level of the Bl'umby Terraces. In the 
resulting shallow valleys between remnants 
of the Brumby Terraces, braided streams 
supplied sands which were blown by 
vailing winds onto the eastern valley 
This event may date towards the close of 
periglacial conditions in the mountain 
catchments. The lunettes of Stephens et 
al (942) may also belong here, or may be 
younger. On the Brumby remnants soH 
formation has continued with very little 
modification of the original groundsurface 

(11) The present Canola Floodplains developed, 
partially burying dunes of sand. 

(12) River captures have occurred from time to 
time since (5). The capture of the South 
Esk River at Evandale is an a,lmost certain 
event for the future. 
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PLA'rg 1 (a) .-Small basalt hill one mile south-east of Exton. Its capping of laterite (on skyline) 920 feet above sea 
level is considered to be' a remnant of the Woodstock Surface. 

PLATE 1 (b) .-The head of the Cataract Gorge near Hadspen, control point for terraces of the South Esk system. 
Dolerite hills on either side of the river, bevelled Brickendon terra.ce in the foreground. Water level here (415 feet above sea 
level) has been raised slightly by the Trevallyn darn. 
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PLATE 2.-Brumby Terrace (left) standing 12 feet above Canola Floodplain (right). with typical sharp bank between. 
Abandoned channel characteristic of floodplain in foreground. Locality. one and a half miles south-west of Bishopsbourne. 


